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Getting a new computer or smartphone is always exciting
but do you know what to do with your old one?
The truth is that it’s not as simple as just giving them
away or selling them.
You have to remember that these items contain personal
files and information that you wouldn’t want strangers or
bad guys to see. Bad guys can recover the data stored in
your old devices and use them for their own personal
gain. Before you discard your old gadgets, make sure
your data is completely removed with the following steps.

Before you proceed with deleting your files, make sure
you know the location of all your important files. This
ensures that there are no stray copies that could be
viewed by strangers. For example, are all your workrelated documents stored in a particular drive or are there
copies in a flash drive somewhere? It’s only logical to
delete traces of those files in both formats.
Prioritize any data that contains personal or sensitive
information. These can include any “official” documents,
transaction receipts and other finance-related files,
personal photos, software licenses, work-related
documents and other documents with names, contact
details, or passwords.
The trick here is to search for files that could compromise
your safety or reputation. Once you’re done deleting
those, you can move on to deleting less important files
(like that copy of your book report from ten years ago).

Your method of destruction would depend on what you
plan to do with your old device. If you intend to sell or give
it away, data wiping would be your best bet. If you just
plan on disposing your device, you’re better off destroying
your drive or device.
People often assume that reformatting is just like data
wiping and is enough to delete your files. But reformatting
is not a permanent fix; there are specialized tools that
allow you or someone else to recover data after
reformatting. Data wiping, on the other hand, overwrites
the data multiple times to make it non-retrievable. When
it comes to data destruction, data wiping is the preferred
method.

You have three options for deleting files on your hard
drive.
Data Wiping – Data wiping overwrites hard drive sectors
multiple times to erase your data from the hard drive. The
recommended number of times required for overwriting
data may vary but you can start with your selected
program’s default setting. Trend Micro Titanium offers
Secure Erase, which allows you to completely delete data
in your computer.
Degaussing – Degaussing involves having your hard
drive demagnetized and rendered unusable. Degaussing
machines are expensive but there are companies that
offer this service to the public for a more affordable fee.
Destroying the hard drive – Destroying the hard drive is
possibly the most effective way of ensuring your data
remains deleted. While there are different ways to go
about destroying your hard drive (smashing it, drilling
holes, etc.), you should always remember to wear safety
goggles and other protective gear.

Destroying CDs and/or DVDs can be done with the proper
tools. You can use a pair of specialized scissors or a
shredder that also handles CDs. You can also “scratch”
the data off by removing the upper metallic layer with
rough sandpaper but this takes a long time and can be
inefficient.
Whatever the method, it’s always important to use
protective gear. Safety goggles and gloves can protect
you from sharp bits and pieces. Destroying your CDs and
DVDs inside a large bag can prevent debris from flying
around.
Just like your hard drive, you can wipe your flash drive to
delete the data. However, destroying flash drives is still
the most secure way of permanently deleting all traces of
your files.

Deleting data stored in cloud services is trickier because
you can’t be sure that your data has been completely
deleted (compared to smashing a hard drive).
With that in mind, it’s best to limit the amount of sensitive
information you store or share online. You can also read
privacy policies or contact the cloud services directly to
find out their policies on data deletion.
It’s also important to protect your data while it’s stored in
the cloud. Protect your account with strong passphrases.
You can even use a password manager to create one for
you. Avoid sharing access to your accounts.
If possible, encrypt all your data. Encryption uses a
mathematical formula to encode all your data to make
sure that you’re the only one who can read or access it,
and acts as a last line of defense in case someone
manages to access your accounts. Encryption software is
available but you can also choose cloud services with
built-in encryption.

People often forget that mobile devices can contain
sensitive information. Luckily, there are different tools and
apps available that can erase your files for you.
It’s also recommended to do a factory data reset after
deleting your files to make sure they remain deleted. Just
make sure to double-check even after a factory reset.
There have been reports that some data remains on the
device after undergoing the reset process.
Since a lot of users use SD cards for their phone, it’s also
recommended that the SD card be wiped clean or
destroyed.

After wiping all the data, you can also throw away old
devices to make sure no one else gets to them. But don’t
assume electronic devices are “regular” trash. You cannot
just chuck them into your trash cans and call it a day.
You should always go to an electronics recycling or
disposal center to make sure your devices are properly
destroyed without harming the environment. Some
disposal centers are even held accountable for devices
they destroy, which reduces the chance of data leaks.
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